
Included in the evaluation are the following services:

ABI Vision Assessment
We offer specialized testing to measure a person’s ability to gather and process visual information. This 
evaluation involves a standardized battery of tests. The results are scored at age or grade equivalents, 
which identify the patient’s strengths or weaknesses in visual abilities. This is important for accurate 
diagnosis and effective therapeutic strategies. 
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ABI Assessment Package

Report: A comprehensive report will be prepared at the completion of this testing. This report will detail the 
testing performed, the specific visual abilities evaluated, and how the patient performed. It will discuss the 
implications of the visual dysfunction on performance in academic, sports and daily activities and will 
include recommendations for remediation of the visual problems.

Refraction: To determine optimal prescription for increased performance.  

Oculomotor System: To determine the ability to maintain fixation on a target, perform 
accurate tracking eye movements and perform rapid eye movements.

 Accommodative System: To determine ability to focus one’s eyes quickly and 
accurately for different distances in order to avoid blurred vision.

Vergence System: To determine  ability to coordinate vision between eyes. Measuring ability to 
converge and diverge both eyes simultaneously, comfortable and accurately.

Sensory System: To determine the quality of binocular vision.

Optomap Ultrawide Imaging: To document the health of the entire retina.

Ocular Health Testing: To assess internal and external health of the entire eye. Includes slit lamp 
examination, IOP measurement, and fundus exam with imaging       
 Automated Visual Field: To determine one's ability to see objects in the periphery 

Visual Abilities Testing: To determine one's ability to gather visual information. A series of 
standardized tests will be administered to assess the flexibilty and stamina of the visual system. 

Visual Perceptual Testing: To determine one's ability to interpret and process visual information. 
A series of standardized tests will be administered to assess the various perceptual processing 
skills of the vision system.  
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ReadAlyzer: Computerized eye movement recording system. This device measures the ability of the eyes to work together as a team effectively while reading. 
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Prism & Tint Analysis: Specialized prism lenses and tints are used to modify the way one viewsthe world with less symptoms. 



Summary of Fees

Therapy Program Payment Options

  

  

Vision Therapy - FAQs 

Have another question? Find More information on our website.

Q: What is vision therapy?
A:  

Q: Does insurance cover the fees?
A:  

1. Full Block Payment – 10% discount if received before first therapy session  
- OR - 
2. Pay per therapy session - $125.00

Vision therapy involves exercises that strengthen and train the eyes to provide clearer, more 
comfortable, and effortless vision. It is a non-invasive, doctor supervised program that is tailored to the
 specific needs of each patient. It improves our cognitive abilities to gather, process, and integrate 
information. Vision therapy is often referred to as “physical therapy for the  eyes.” 
The eyes are cameras and the brain is the computer that controls them. Vision therapy is the owner’s 
manual. 

It depends on the individual insurance plan. Some extended health benefts do cover the fees involved. 
All fees are directly paid by the patient and the invoices can then be submitted to your insurance. We are 
able to help complete forms and answer any questions. Keep all receipts for potential income tax 
purposes.

Q: How is the assessment booked?
A:  The ABI assessment is an extensive examination of the eyes and brain. The first part of the assessment 

will be booked at Foveal Vision Training for a 1.5-2 hour examination with Dr. Schell. After this, visual 
perceptual testing is completed with our Vision Therapist or Vision Therapy Administrator. This 1 hour  
testing may be completed on the same or different day as the examination with Dr. Schell. The last 
appointment will be booked at our main clinic location (225 Ferndale Dr. S, Unit 6, Barrie) for further 
ocular health and visual field testing. Our main clinic is where one may pick out glasses that have been 
recommended. 

Service: Description: Fee:

 
 
 
 
 

• 1 hr of Visual Abilities and Perceptual Testing
 • 2 hr Specialized Vision Analysis and Consult with the Doctor
 • 1 hr of additional Ocular Health and Visual Field Testing 

Therapy Program 

ABI Assessment 

(depending on the results of 
the ABI Assessment, this 
may not always be 
recommended)

$425.00 

$1250.00 
per block

• Blocks of 10 weekly sessions
• Progress check with Dr. Schell completed after each block
• Each session is 45 min
• Home instruction manual with equipment

http://fovealvisiontraining.com/


Our ability to focus the eyes quickly and accurately depending on the distance of the object. 
Sometimes our accommodative muscles do not flex enough or they may flex too much. This 
can cause objects to be blurry all the time, only sometimes or ‘flicker’ on and off.

Vergence Dysfunctions

Form Perception Dysfunctions

Visual Processing Dysfunction

Accommodative Dysfunctions

Our ability to focus the eyes quickly and accurately depending on the distance of the object. 
Sometimes our accommodative muscles do not flex enough or they may flex too much. This 
can cause objects to be blurry all the time, only sometimes or ‘flicker’ on and off.

When our eyes cannot properly coordinate together the brain has a hard time interpreting what 
is being seen. Letters and words can often appear backwards or in the wrong place. This can 
make reading very difficult and sentences very hard to comprehend.

In more severe cases, the brain can sometimes perceive unrecognizable patterns when we 
try to perform certain tasks. The brain cannot understand the information relayed from the 
eyes. When reading, it is difficult to understand how words interact with each other. Letters can 
sometimes appear as symbols or appear backwards.

Common Visual Dysfunctions




